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Abstract. Jitter and shimmer voice quality features have been success-
fully used to characterize speaker voice traits and detect voice patholo-
gies. Jitter and shimmer measure variations in the fundamental frequency
and amplitude of speaker’s voice, respectively. Due to their nature, they
can be used to assess differences between speakers. In this paper, we
investigate the usefulness of these voice quality features in the task
of speaker diarization. The combination of voice quality features with
the conventional spectral features, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC), is addressed in the framework of Augmented Multiparty In-
teraction (AMI) corpus, a multi-party and spontaneous speech set of
recordings. Both sets of features are independently modeled using mix-
ture of Gaussians and fused together at the score likelihood level. The
experiments carried out on the AMI corpus show that incorporating jitter
and shimmer measurements to the baseline spectral features decreases
the diarization error rate in most of the recordings.
Keywords: speaker diarization, spectral features, jitter, shimmer, fu-
sion
1 Introduction
Speaker diarization is the process of segmenting and clustering a speech recording
into homogeneous regions and answers the question “Who spoke when” without
any prior knowledge about the speakers [1]. A typical diarization system performs
three basic tasks: first, it discriminates speech segments from the non-speech
ones; second, it detects speaker change points to segment the audio data and
finally, it groups these segmented regions into speaker homogeneous clusters.
Speaker diarization can be used in different applications such as speaker tracking
and speech recognition [1].
The performance of a speaker diarization system largely depends on suc-
cessful extraction of relevant speaker independent features. Although short-term
spectral features are the most widely used ones for different speech applications,
the authors in [2] show that long term features can be employed to reveal individ-
ual differences which can not be captured by short-term spectral features. The
current state-of-the-art speaker diarization systems usually make use of short-
term spectral features as representation of speaker traits[3]. However, the work
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of [4] and [5] show that the performance of the state-of-the-art speaker diariza-
tion systems can be improved by combining spectral features with prosodic and
other long-term features.
Jitter and shimmer measure fundamental frequency and amplitude varia-
tions, respectively. Previous studies have shown that these voice quality features
have been successfully used in speaker recognition and emotion classification
tasks. The work of [6] shows that adding jitter and shimmer voice quality features
to both spectral and prosodic features improves the performance of a speaker
verification system. The work of [7] also reports that fusion of voice quality
features together with the spectral ones improves the classification accuracy of
different speaking styles and conveys information that discriminates the different
animal arousal levels. Furthermore, these voice quality features are more robust
to acoustic degradation and noise channel effects [8].
Based on these studies, we propose the use of jitter and shimmer voice quality
features for speaker diarization task as they can add complementary informa-
tion to the baseline spectral features. The main contribution of this work is the
extraction of jitter and shimmer voice quality features and their fusion with the
spectral ones in the framework of speaker diarization task. The experiments are
tested on AMI corpus [9], a multi-party and spontaneous speech set of recordings,
and assessed in terms of speaker diarization error (DER).
This paper is organized as follows. An overview of voice quality features
used in this work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 provides an overview of
agglomerative hierarchical clustering of speakers followed by fusion of spectral
and voice quality features in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in
Section 5 and finally, conclusions of the experiments are given in section 6.
2 Voice-quality features
Although the dominant features for speaker diarization are MFCC, studies such
as [4] and [5] show that long term features such as prosody can also be used
in speaker diarization systems. Long term features are able to acquire phonetic,
prosodic and lexical information which cannot be captured by spectral ones.
Jitter measures variations of the pitch in voice whereas shimmer describes
variation of the loudness. Studies show that these voice quality features can be
used to detect voice pathologies [10]. They are normally used to measure long
sustained vowels where measured values above a certain threshold are consid-
ered as pathological voices. Studies show that voice quality features have been
successfully used in speaker recognition and other speech technology researches.
For example, the work of [10] reports that jitter and shimmer measurements
provide significant differences between different speaking styles.
Although different estimations of jitter and shimmer measurements can be
found in the literature, we focus only on the following three measurements called
absolute jitter, absolute shimmer and shimmer apq3 encouraged by previous
work of [6]. The work of [6] has shown that these three measurements provided
better results in speaker recognition tasks than the other jitter and shimmer
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estimations. The three voice quality measurements are extracted over 30ms frame
length at 10ms rate by means of Praat software [11]. Then, we calculate the
mean of each of the three measurements over a window length of 500ms at 10ms
step to smooth out fundamental frequency estimation and synchronize with the
short-term spectral features.
2.1 Jitter measurement
Jitter (absolute) is a cycle-to-cycle perturbation in the fundamental frequency
of the voice , i.e. the average absolute difference between consecutive periods,
expressed as:
Jitter (absolute) =
1
N − 1
N−1∑
i=1
|Ti − Ti+1| (1)
where Ti are the extracted pitch period lengths and N is the number of extracted
pitch periods.
Fig. 1. Jitter measurement for N = 3 pitch periods
2.2 Shimmer measurement
– Shimmer (absolute) is the average absolute logarithm of the ratio between
amplitudes of consecutive periods expressed as:
Shimmer (absolute) =
1
N − 1
N−1∑
i=1
∣∣20 log (Ai+1
Ai
)∣∣ (2)
whereAi are the extracted peak-to-peak amplitude data andN is the number
of extracted pitch periods.
– Shimmer (apq3) is the three-point Amplitude Perturbation Quotient, the
average absolute difference between the amplitude of a period and the av-
erage of the amplitudes of its neighbors, divided by the average amplitude
expressed as:
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Fig. 2. Absolute shimmer measurement for N = 3 pitch periods
Shimmer (apq3) =
1
N − 2
N−1∑
i=2
∣∣Ai − (Ai−1 +Ai +Ai+1
3
)
∣∣ (3)
whereAi are the extracted peak-to-peak amplitude data andN is the number
of extracted pitch periods.
3 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering of speakers
For this work, speaker diarization is performed on a mono-channel audio record-
ing. Our approach is based on the bottom-up version of agglomerative hierar-
chical clustering(AHC). AHC-based diarization has been shown as one of the
most successful approaches to address the problem of speaker clustering [12, 13].
Algorithm 1 highlights the main steps of the AHC popular technique. Input fea-
tures {xi} are partitioned in a set of segments Cˆi, dividing the whole feature
set. The clusters in the first iteration are initialized through previous segments
and a model is built on them. Next, distances d(Cˆk, Cˆl) among cluster models
are computed in a pairwise comparison which aims to group similar regions. The
initial clustering is iterated and the clusters are merged and aligned until some
condition is fulfilled, e.g., a threshold on the previous distance matrix. Finally,
each remaining cluster is expected to represent an ensemble of the data based
on the selected distance measure.
Algorithm 1 Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC), bottom-up alter-
native.
Require: {xi}, i = 1 . . . , nˆ : speech segments
Cˆi, i = 1, . . . , nˆ : initial clusters
Ensure: Ci, i = 1, . . . , n : finally remaining clusters
1: Cˆi ← {xi}, i = 1, . . . , nˆ
2: repeat
3: i, j ← argmin d(Cˆk, Cˆl), k, l = 1, . . . , nˆ, k 6= l
4: merge Cˆi and Cˆj
5: nˆ← nˆ− 1
6: until no more cluster merging is needed
7: return Ci, i = 1, . . . , n
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In Figure 3, it is depicted a more detailed scheme of the AHC-based speaker
clustering. The previous high level steps are adapted to the speaker diarization
task jointly with the key idea that each cluster Ci should be composed exclu-
sively by speech from the same speaker.
Speech activity detection(SAD): We have used Oracle SAD (the reference
speech/non speech annotations) as our speech activity detection.
Cluster initialization: An initial segmentation is performed based on the ho-
mogeneous partition along time of the speech-only features, see (Fig. 3 block
A). The number of initial clusters is selected automatically depending on the
meeting duration but constrained to the range [35,65] clusters. It aims to deal
with the trade-off between having a significant number of samples for model-
ing and avoiding common issues of AHC, such as overclustering and its high
computational cost. So the number Kinit of initial clusters is defined as
Kinit =
N
Ginit RCC
, (4)
where N stands for the number of features available per cluster and Ginit is
the number of Gaussians initially assigned to each cluster. The complexity ratio
RCC, the minimum number of frames per Gaussian, is fixed to 7 and the Ginit
to 5 Gaussians. Despite of its simplicity, this regular partition of the data allows
the creation of “pure” enough initial cluster which is a key point in the algorithm
[14, 15].
Acoustic modeling : Each set of acoustic features related to a cluster is inde-
pendently modeled using HMM/GMM which is iteratively refined, (Fig. 3 block
B). It is done in each clustering iteration through a two step training and de-
coding process. Each state of the HMM is composed by a mixture of Gaussians,
fitting the probability distribution of the features by the classical expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm. Note that two independent HMM models are
estimated per each feature stream but their log likelihoods given a feature are
weighted as explained in Section 4. The number of mixtures is chosen as a func-
tion of the available seconds of speech per cluster in the MFCC features and
fixed for the shimmer and jitter features. A time constraint, as in [16], is also
imposed on the HMM topology which enforces the minimum duration of the
speaker turn to be greater than 3 seconds.
Agglomerative distance is based on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
as a metric among clusters. Furthermore, the stopping criterion, or ending point
of the algorithm, is also driven by a threshold on the same matrix of distances,
(Fig. 3 block C). A modified BIC-based metric [16] is employed to select the
set of cluster-pairs candidates with smallest distances among them. Cluster-pair
(i, j) is merged depending on whether its BICij fulfills
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Fig. 3. Speaker diarization scheme based on Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering with
automatic complexity selection.
BICij > max
(
γ,BICµ +
3
2
BICσ
)
, (5)
where BICij is the BIC estimation between the clusters i and j performed
as in [16] and γ is a threshold tuned on development data. The BICµ is the
mean of BICij for i 6= j and the BICσ stands for the standard deviation of
the same BIC set. Once clusters are merged, a two-step training and decoding
iteration is performed again to refine the model statistics and align them with the
speech recording, block B (see Fig. 3). The model complexity M ji , the number of
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mixtures composing the model associated to cluster i at iteration j, is updated
according to the RCC value but only for the MFCC stream. In the case of voice
quality features, Gaussian complexity is fixed manually and different values are
explored. The automatic selection of the model complexity for MFCC features
has shown a successful performance while it avoids the use of the penalty term
in the classical BIC formulation [17, 12]. It is done by the following equation
M ji =
⌊( N ji
RCC
)
+
1
2
⌋
, (6)
where N ji is the number of frames belonging to the cluster i. A more detailed
description of the system can be found in [13, 18].
4 Fusion of spectral and voice quality features
Since the spectral and voice quality features have different dimensions and use
different number of Gaussians per model, two independent HMM models have
been estimated per each feature stream. The spectral features are used in parallel
with voice quality features both in segmentation and clustering. The segmenta-
tion process uses the joint log likelihood ratio of both feature sets of the best
path to create a segmentation hypothesis and the agglomerative clustering uses
∆BIC of fused Gaussian mixture mode scores to decide cluster merging. Given a
set of input features vectors {xk} and {yk}, MFCC and jitter/shimmer respec-
tively, which belong to same cluster, the log-likelihood is computed as a joint
likelihood of both feature distributions as follows:
logP (x,y|θix, θiy) = α logP (x|θix) + (1− α) logP (y|θiy), (7)
where θix is the model of cluster i using spectral feature vectors {x}, and θiy
is the model of the same cluster i using jitter and shimmer feature vectors {y}.
The weight of the spectral feature vector is α and, consequently, (1 − α) is the
weight of jitter and shimmer voice quality features.
5 Experiments
5.1 Database and experimental setup
The experiments are tested on AMI meeting corpus, a multi-party and sponta-
neous speech set of recordings, which consists of roughly 100 hours of speech.
We have selected the 11 evaluation sets of the corpus to evaluate the diariza-
tion error rate of our approach. The average duration per meeting is around 27
minutes.
First of all, any noise of the input audio signal is minimized using Wiener
filtering and we then apply speech activity detection algorithm to detect the
speech segments and discard the non-speech ones.
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Table 1. Average DER results of the AMI corpus for different weighted combinations
of MFCC, and Jitter and Shimmer features(JS) using 2 number of Gaussians for the
JS.
Feature set Weight of MFCC Weight of JS DER
MFCC (Baseline) 1 0 24.76%
MFCC + JS 0.95 0.05 21.45%
MFCC + JS 0.925 0.075 22.76%
MFCC + JS 0.9 0.1 22.23%
The raw speech waveforms are then parameterized into sequences of MFCC
using Fast Fourier Transform based log spectra with 30ms frame length and 10ms
frame shift. The total number of coefficients extracted for the spectral features
are 20. The extracted MFCC do not include deltas. The extraction of the three
voice quality features is done as explained in Section 2. Fusion of the two set of
features is done at the score likelihood level as explained in Section 4.
5.2 Experimental results
The performance of a speaker diarization system is evaluated using diarization
error rate (DER) which represents the error contribution of missed speech, false
alarm and speaker error. 1 We have used the reference speech/non speech an-
notations as our speech activity detection. The reason for using the reference
speech/non speech annotations is that we are only interested to investigate the
usefulness of voice quality features in reducing DER. The use of another speech
activity detection may complicate the task and create more confusion. There-
fore, the false alarms and missed speech have zero values in our experimental
results.
As shown in Table 1, we have applied different weights for both features
sets to find out the optimum set of weight values that provide us with the
best results in terms of DER. The baseline system, which relies on spectral
features, shows a DER of 24.76%. Weighting the MFCC by 0.95 and the voice
quality features by 0.05 gives us a DER of 21.45%. It represents a 13.37% relative
improvement compared to the baseline. We have observed that incorporatingg
jitter and shimmer measurements to the baseline spectral features decreases the
diarization error rate in nine of the eleven AMI recordings. Table 1 also shows
that using different weight values for the jitter and shimmer features shows DER
values better than the baseline.
We have also carried out an experiment to find out the best number of
Gaussians for the voice quality features when its weight value is 0.05. The best
DER result is found when we use 2 Gaussians as shown in Figure 4 which gives us
a DER of 21.45% . The figure also shows that using one, three and five Gaussians
provide better DER values than the baseline.The standard deviations of DER
values in Figure 4 show the DER variations among the recordings.
1 The scoring tool is the NIST RT scoring used as: ./md-eval-v21.pl -1 -nafc -o -R
reference.rttm -S system hypothesis.rttm
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Fig. 4. Diarization Error Rate (DER) and standard deviation as per the number of
Gaussians for the JS with 0.95 and 0.05 weight values for MFCC and JS, respectively.
6 Conclusions
We have proposed the use of jitter and shimmer voice quality features for speaker
diarization experiment as these features add complementary information to the
conventional baseline MFCC features. Jitter and shimmer voice quality features
are first extracted from the fundamental frequency contour, and are then fused
together with the baseline MFCC features. The fusion of the two streams is done
at the score likelihood level by a weighted linear combination of the output log-
likelihoods of each model. Our experiments show that fusing jitter and shimmer
voice quality features with the baseline spectral features shows a 13.37% relative
DER improvement.
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